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Fall 2018 Health & Illness in Society Course Evaluations 

DESCRIPTION:  
- Overview. This panel provides a statistical snapshot of students’ evaluations of the course as well as 
statistical rating of the section teacher (Q11).  

- Q10 Narrative. Students’ narrative evaluations of the course teaching fellow. 

- Q11 Likert Scale. Students’ rating of the course teaching fellow.  

- Student E-mail 

 

Q10. Summarize the strengths and weaknesses of the Teaching Fellow. In what ways was 

their teaching effective and in what ways could their teaching be improved?  

Instructor: Champagne, Anne Marie        Responses for Instructor: 19         Declined to Answer Question: 11 
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Respondent Answer 

1280988  
She is accessible and helpful. Willing to work with you to develop your ideas and clarify 

anything you are confused about. 

1281712  
Anne was so accommodating and made sure that each section flew by. She also made herself 

very available near the paper deadlines and I felt fully supported. 

1283640  

Anne was great. She was super helpful and adaptable (the section FB group was a super 

useful and easy to use tool). She explained things really clearly and kept a very early morning 

section together and engaged. 

1283780  

Anne Marie was an excellent TF, the best I have had thus far at Yale. She was always eager to 

help students and to clarify any confusing material. She led very engaging discussion sections, 

and we spent a good amount of time going over readings which I found very useful. She 

provided very specific and constructive feedback and was very helpful in preparing students 

for assignments. 

1284705  

Anne Marie is amazing! If I can, I would totally take another course with her as my TA. She is 

extremely organized, helpful, and passionate--you can definitely tell that she loves what she 

does and that she loves what you do! She also brought fruits and snacks into section for us, 

which was such a plus. Nothing bad can be said about her. 

1286301  

Strengths: Ultra passionate about the class and us learning the material. Gave every resource 

available from the syllabus, even outside of it sometimes. Fostered dialogue and student 

interaction whenever it was warranted. Weaknesses: None that I saw 

1288577  

One of the best TFs I've had at Yale. She worked so hard to make sure we all understood the 

content and came to section each week SO organized. Before our papers were due, she 

walked us through the rubrics and made sure we understood what needed to be included and 

gave us ideas on how to approach it. This was especially helpful for the final paper, where the 

assignment was slightly unclear. She actually came up with an entire rubric on her own to 

help us understand what it was meant to look like. She was also so helpful in one-on-one 

meetings: she seemed so interested and excited to read my paper and helped me 

troubleshoot the problems I was having. On one of our last sections she mentioned that she 

has 3 (!!) jobs, which is absolutely absurd especially given than she is one of the most 

dedicated and kind TFs I've ever had. 

1289821  
She is very supportive and engaged. Will be there to help however she can whenever you 

need it and that is a gift! 

1290320  
She is incredibly thoughtful and knowledgeable! She was always very organized and willing to 

do anything to help us. Thank you so much!! 
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1299081  

Anne Champagne was very kind and very understanding every section. She put in a lot of 

work in organizing the class, and it really showed in her level of attention to the concepts and 

the ways that she structured each session.  

1301657  Very helpful. Provides great feedback on essays. 

1304134  She was wonderful! 

1304153  

Anne Marie was an incredible TA. She was so invested in her students and truly wanted them 

to succeed. She went above and beyond in section, providing resources and meeting with 

students one on one to help clear up concepts to talk through the assignments. She is caring 

and passionate and knowledgable in this topic. 

1304315  She was fantastic. Always so prepared for section and had lots of insight. 

1304621  
Anne Marie was great! She worked really hard to make sure we learned and found section 

useful. 

1306079  

Prof Champagne was a passionate and engaged instructor. I appreciated her energy and the 

way in which she structured section. She gave us a lot of extra info for our papers that felt 

more overwhelming than helpful. She complained that the course assignments were too 

vague, but I think that the assignments were pretty standard and their lack of overwhelming 

specificity gave us space to figure out for ourselves how we'd approach the assignment. I 

understand that it can sometimes be complicated to work within the constraints of a TF 

position, but she often engaged with the constraints in a way that felt both disrespectful of 

the professor and limiting of what we as student could creatively decide. 

1309100  

Very good about being there for the students, being available outside of class and having fair 

expectations. However, there were a few too many guides sent out about each assignment, 

each slightly different, which made it very hard to know what we actually were expected to 

do, and there always seemed to be one thing we missed. 

1312832  

Anne Marie Champagne is an excellent TF! She genuinely wants to know how to improve, and 

aims to support her students in any way she can, whether that's dedicating time in section for 

preparing us for written assignments, or for giving thorough feedback. She's great. She also 

brought us morning snacks. 

1312904  

Anne was incredibly engaged with the course. She was an excellent TA and provided 

insightful thoughts and comments to all of the material covered in class. Anne helped 

everyone stay accountable to their own learning and gave everyone the opportunity to 

interact and participate in section and in class. Anne was a delight to work with and went 

above and beyond to encourage learning and improvement. It was a joy to be in her section. 
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Q11. 

 

Student E-mail 
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